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This 3 week program explores the 
complex histories, rich cultures, 
vast religions, and deep rooted 
discrimination in the nations of 
France and Morocco. This is 
achieved through site-seeing, 
interaction with locals, group 
discussion, and journal reflection.
__________________________________________
 Education Abroad: Maymester
 Professor Alice Conklin (OSU)
 IAU College- France
 3 Hour History credit  












» Fascination for French & 
Francophone culture
» Great passion for diversity
» Emergence in French speaking 
environments
» Exposure to new cultures and 
ways of living
TRANSFORMATION
This trip educated me more on
the world and also made me
feel powerful in my ability to
educate others. It also allowed
me to discover that I am not
too far from becoming fluent in
French and with persistence I
can certainly achieve this goal .
Eiffel Tower, Paris 
Mediterranean Sea, Marseille
Agounsane village, Atlas Mountains
